Roller mounting plates (top)

7.75” x 3” x 3/16” steel flat stock
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tapped hole for # ¼-20 Allen head screw. Use # 7 tap drill. Drill and tap these four holes before doing
any other machining in case the tap breaks and cannot be extracted. All other screws that typically are
structural and do not need ongoing adjustment are #10-24 x ½” Phillips round head unless otherwise
noted. Note that accesses are generally too constrained to use a straight Phillips screwdriver.
clearance hole for #10-24 Allen screw; use 13/64 drill (0.203)
Slots on plate are about 0.625 wide and open at the top. Use 5/8 step drill and rigid clamping. Finish
with hacksaw, then coarse flat file. Slot centerlines must be about 3.020” apart to allow for gear
meshing on lower plates. Gears are 3” pitch.
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Roller side bracket, top terminal (item)

11” x 2” x 3/16” steel flat stock
(7.75” between outside edges of angle iron)
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0.5” (for about a
14 deg angle )

clearance hole for #10 Allen screw; use 7/32 drill (0.219)
clearance hole for ¼-20 screw; the holes shown must be widened out horizontally by half a diameter

Roller side bracket (assembly)

Angle iron. Holes in plate can be transferred to angle
iron by clamping, scribing, center punching, drilling and
threading. Use #25 tap drill.
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11” x 2” x 3/16” steel flat stock
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7.75” between outside edges of angle iron
0.5” (for about a
14 deg angle )

clearance hole for #10 Allen screw; use 7/32 drill (0.219)
clearance hole for ¼-20 screw; the holes shown must be widened out horizontally by half a diameter
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Upper angle iron (3/4” x 7”) , 4 pieces
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3.25 – 2.355 = 0.895

#10-24 threaded
holes (5)

The pieces shown are mirror images of
each other. Make two of each for a total of
four pieces.
In the machine, diagonally mounted pieces
are identical. Adjacently mounted pieces
are mirror images.
The hole spacing here serves as a primary
reference for the other parts.
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Common bottom
edge of both plates
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Dimensions shown are approximate. The lower
3” of the legs are cut back to 0.760” width and
are beveled at 38 degrees to fit snugly within the
ID of the PVC column supports.
0.76

7.0”

The “hard stop washers”(not shown) that go on
the legs between the roller plates and the PVC
column tubes are 1.5 x 0.955.

PVC terminal stubs
The top terminal, the insulating
column, and the bottom power section
are three separate modules.
The four schedule 80 PVC 1” stubs
are 6.5” long. The stubs make a snug
fit with the machined angle iron to
resist belt tension and vibration.
Height compensating washers (1.5 x
1) can be used to shim heights and
protect the ends of the tubing from
grooving by the frame.
These stubs are for setup only. Upon
final assembly, they are removed and
the upper framework is set into the
long PVC column insulators.
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These tabs are attached to the roller frame with a 1/4 -20 Allen
screw, a hex nut, and Loctite (blue). The included angle with the strip
is about 120 degrees (see photo). The slot is 3/16” wide and facilitates
bending.
Several 3/32” holes are drilled to facilitate setting of the Silicone I
adhesive.

The entire 4 x 1.25” x 0.085” strip is bent inward slightly to approximate the curve of the hemisphere. The rim of
the hemisphere can be used as a convenient reference, as curvature on a sphere is everywhere the same.
Four such tabs are made—two with the bend inward and two with the bend outward (they all bend inward at the
final assembly). The perforated strip portion will be glued to the hemisphere with Silicone I during final
assembly.

4.0”

The two hole locations are transferred from the Roller Side bracket by scribing or by using a transfer punch,
keeping the top edges of the tab and bracket flush (clamp them together temporarily with locking pliers). The top
hole is drilled at the indicated position, but the bottom one needs to be moved downward by about 0.10”
before being drilled. When the tab is bent at the slot to partially fit the curvature of the sphere, the holes will
move together slightly and this change approximates the final position.
Note: the mounting tabs shown in the photos were made from scrap metal (shelf brackets) and differ in
appearance from this drawing.

Curb washers
Four washers prevent indenting of the PVC tubing by the roller frame. They are about 1.5” in diameter, 1/8” thick, and are bored out on a
lathe so that they can be slipped over the frame angle iron.

